
Every think is on linaker website  
Teachers are very helpful whenever you or ur child is having difficulty with the technology or 
work!! Plenty of work equipment given to the child! 

Having the teacher on Zoom and setting daily tasks has made it easier.  

Communication with each class and  teachers has been great. Help from the ladies in the 
office has been excellent. Overall support , brilliant.  

XXXX only enjoys morning lessons with XXXXX and Fridays afternoon lesson with XXXX other 
than that due to his learning difficulties he feels left out of all other afternoon zoom lessons 
with his class as he is unconfident in what they are learning and loses interested quickly . So I 
would say bringing in XXXXX for XXXX in mornings has worked extremely well otherwise it 
would of been very difficult to keep him participating in online lessons.  

Evrything    
The zooms generally work very well and the home learning is very informative. XXXX is a fab 
teacher! 

The work set out in the folder works best  
Zoom is good communication, and when I've emailed year 2, I get a quick response from the 
teacher. 

My son enjoys the zoom calls, it's a chance to see his friends and teachers and he finds the 
maths much easier when it is done on the call  

Seeing his teacher and friends on zoom daily.  

Structured set out of the day. Updated daily on parents home learning page  

I am really impressed with the Zoom sessions. The Oak Academy videos have also been good. 

They had been brilliant communication between teacher, pupil and parent. And all the work 
has been planned out brilliantly. 

Home learning pack   
 Zoom lessons with teacher which helps keep them in a routine. And  sending home there in 
school Maths books as this is familiar to them and again routine. 

The fact that all the tasks are on the website. The children can see all the friends in their class 
and the teacher can speak to individuals. The children’s work can be sent in and the teacher 
can email positive comments. It is reassuring that if there’s a query or a problem the carer can 
either speak to the teacher via zoom after the lesson or email her/him. 

Multiple zoom sessions, and the initial packs that were delivered before remote learning 
started.  

They are trying their best to teach Kids   
Daily zooms, clear concise instructions from teacher, rapid help when questions asked via 
email 

In general, everything worked well really. There is plenty of supporting materials we can get 
through and from the school website to complete the lessons from the teacher's zoom 
sessions, and we always have a good communication with the teacher via email. 

Keeping a school day as routine as possible   
For XXXX having the access to two days in school mixing the remote learning is a massive 
support 

Zoom lessons   
Excellently delivered daily Zoom lessons, swift responses to any queries, personalised 
feedback on the children’s work, access to additional learning platforms such as Oxford 
Reading Buddy, Lexia etc. 

All zoom lessons online reading buddies, rockstars Oak academy  

Zoom, oak academy, Reading buddy's and rockstars  

I think Linaker has been outstanding in their efforts to accommodate home learning. I love 
how the lessons have structure and routine. The online phonics with Rosie (polar bears group) 
are absolutely brilliant and so engaging. I love how XXXXX goes through the maths answers 



and marks them with the children in the afternoon and I love the thoroughness and 
meticulousness of the wider subjects which are covered such as science, RE and the PE lessons 
are Brill too-loads of fun. Can not thank you all enough I think you should be very proud of 
your outstanding efforts to educate our children in these circumstances.  

Set times for lessons and the class page sets out clearly what words is to be done for the day. 

Zoom sessions    
I thinks  XXXX’s is doing an amazing job. She is on zoom every morning and afternoon with 
them . There is no pressure for us to get her to do work as her teacher is doing it with her and 
giving her work to do. It is working very well and I can thank linaker enough . 

Zoom    
 


